Abstract. We consider solutions of the defocusing nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation on the half-line whose Dirichlet and Neumann boundary values become periodic for sufficiently large t. We prove a theorem which, modulo certain assumptions, characterizes the pairs of periodic functions which can arise as Dirichlet and Neumann values for large t in this way. The theorem also provides a constructive way of determining explicit solutions with the given periodic boundary values. Hence our approach leads to a class of new exact solutions of the defocusing NLS equation on the half-line.
Introduction
From the point of view of applications, one of the most important classes of initialboundary value problems (IBVPs) consists of problems with asymptotically timeperiodic boundary data. Such problems arise naturally, for example, when a wave entering a domain is measured at the domain's spatially fixed boundary.
Traditionally, nonlinear evolution PDEs have been studied mostly in the context of initial value problems. This has led to significant advances in our understanding of wellposedness issues and, at least for integrable equations, new solution generating techniques. Much less progress has been made in the context of IBVPs. For nonlinear integrable PDEs, the main obstacle in the analysis of IBVPs is that not all boundary values are known for a well-posed problem. Hence a succesful solution of the problem relies on the construction of the (generalized) Dirichlet to Neumann map. In general, the Dirichlet to Neumann map is highly nonlinear and can only be expressed in terms of a system of nonlinear integral equations [2, 12, 16] . However, it has recently emerged that for asymptotically t-periodic data, the Dirichlet to Neumann map simplifies in the limit of large t, see [3-5, 19, 20] . In [20] , this observation was utilized to give an explicit construction of the Dirichlet to Neumann map for asymptotically t-periodic data in the limit of large t and small data for the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation on the half-line.
In this paper, we consider the defocusing NLS equation iu t + u xx − 2|u| 2 u = 0, (1.1) in the quarter plane {x ≥ 0, t ≥ 0} with asymptotically t-periodic data. The Dirichlet to Neumann map for (1.1) is a map {u 0 (x), g 0 (t)} → g 1 (t), where u 0 (x) denotes the initial data and g 0 (t) = u(0, t) and g 1 (t) = u x (0, t) denote the Dirichlet data and E-mail address: jlenells@kth.se.
the Neumann value, respectively. The time-periodicity implies that the Dirichlet to Neumann correspondence simplifies in the limit of large t and it is crucial to take advantage of this simplification. Therefore, instead of considering the complete Dirichlet to Neumann map, we restrict attention to pairs of periodic functions {g b 0 (t), g b 1 (t)} with the property that there exists a solution u(x, t) on the half-line such that
In many situations, the effect of the initial data diminishes in comparison to the periodic forcing as t → ∞. Therefore a characterization of the periodic pairs {g b 0 (t), g b 1 (t)} provides important information on the asymptotic behavior of the solution.
Ideally, we would like to characterize all asymptotically admissible pairs, where a pair {g b 0 (t), g b 1 (t)} is called asymptotically admissible if (1.2) holds with polynomial convergence as t → ∞. Here we take a first step towards such a characterization by considering a characterization of the eventually admissible pairs, where a pair {g b 0 (t), g b 1 (t)} is called eventually admissible if there exists a t 0 ≥ 0 and a solution u(x, t) on the half-line such that
Clearly, every eventually admissible pair is asymptotically admissible. Our main result (see Theorem 1 below) characterizes, modulo certain assumptions, the periodic eventually admissible pairs for the defocusing NLS equation. Eventual admissibility is shown to be related to certain properties of the quotient Q b = B b /A b , where the spectral functions {A b (k), B b (k)} are defined in terms of the pair {g b 0 (t), g b 1 (t)}. Since the quotient Q b can be effectively computed from {g b 0 (t), g b 1 (t)}, the result provides a straightforward way of determining whether a given pair is eventually admissible. Moreover, the theorem provides a constructive way of finding an associated solution u(x, t) with the given periodic boundary values. Hence the construction also leads to a class of new exact solutions of (1.1) on the halfline. The solutions in this class bear similarities with the stationary soliton solutions present for the focusing NLS. However, since the new solutions have singularities on the negative real axis, they are not regular solutions of (1.1) on the line, but only become regular solutions when restricted to the half-line x ≥ 0.
The proof of Theorem 1 utilizes the framework of [19] , which in turn relies on the ideas of the unified method introduced by Fokas [10, 11] as well as on the results for the focusing NLS with single exponential boundary values established by Boutet de Monvel and coauthors [3] [4] [5] . Single exponential pairs defined by
where α > 0, ω ∈ R, and c ∈ C, are of particular importance also for the defocusing NLS equation. As an application of our main result, we prove a theorem (see Theorem 2 below) which characterizes all eventually admissible single exponential pairs for the defocusing NLS equation. It turns out that {αe iωt , ce iωt } is eventually admissible if and only if (α, ω, c) belongs to the set
In fact, by solving the associated RH problem explicitly, we find that if (α, ω, c) belongs to this set, then
is an explicit solution of (1.1) in the quarter plane such that
Note that although the solution (1.4) possesses a singularity at
it is smooth in the quarter plane {x ≥ 0, t ≥ 0}.
Main results
Definition 2.1. A solution of the NLS in the quarter plane is a smooth function u : [0, ∞) × [0, ∞) → C such that (a) u(·, t) belongs to the Schwartz class S([0, ∞)) of rapidly decreasing functions for each t ∈ [0, ∞), (b) u(x, t) satisfies (1.1) for x > 0 and t > 0, and (c) u(·, t) L 1 ([0,∞)) grows at most linearly in t as t → ∞.
Definition 2.2.
A pair of smooth functions {g b 0 (t), g b 1 (t)}, t ≥ 0, is admissible for NLS if there exists a solution u(x, t) of the NLS in the quarter plane such that
A pair of smooth functions {g b 0 (t), g b 1 (t)}, t ≥ 0, is eventually admissible for NLS if there exists a solution u(x, t) of the NLS in the quarter plane and a t 0 > 0 such that
Let {g b 0 (t), g b 1 (t)} be a pair of smooth periodic functions of period τ = 2π ω > 0. Following [19] , we define the entire 2 × 2-matrix valued function Z(k) by Z(k) = ψ(τ, k) where ψ(t, k) is the solution of the 'background' t-part
where
We define the spectral functions A b (k) and B b (k) by
We are particularly interested in the quotient 5) and in the product We can now state our main result. 
Moreover, this expansion can be differentiated termwise to any order, i.e.
and that the (necessarily meromorphic) functions
Then, at least if the residues of P b are sufficiently small, the following statements hold:
• There exists a unique solution u(x, t) of the defocusing NLS in the quarter plane which satisfies (2.1); in particular, the pair {g b 0 (t), g b 1 (t)} is admissible.
• The solution u(x, t) is given by
where M (x, t, k) is the unique solution of a RH problem (see (3.21) below) formulated in terms of the function
• The poles of P b (k) are simple and are contained in the set
• The RH problem for M (x, t, k) can be solved explicitly giving
whereM is defined as follows: 12) where {k j } N 1 ⊂ iR + denote the simple poles of P b in the upper half plane and the matrices {B j (x, t)} N 1 are determined recursively from the algebraic equations
The proof of Theorem 1 is presented in Section 3.
In the special case of single exponential profiles, Theorem 1 leads to the following result.
Theorem 2 (Single exponentials). The pair {αe iωt , ce iωt } with α > 0, ω ∈ R, and c ∈ C is eventually admissible for the defocusing NLS if and only if (α, ω, c) belongs to the set:
(2.14)
Moreover, if (α, ω, c) belongs to (2.14), then there is a unique solution u(x, t) of the defocusing NLS in the quarter plane which satisfies
This solution is given explicitly by (1.4).
The proof of Theorem 2 is presented in Section 4.
Remark 2.4. The assumption in part (b) of Theorem 1 that the residues of P b are sufficiently small is only used to ensure that the RH problem (3.21) has a unique solution for each (
. If the solvability of the RH problem can be ensured in some other way (for example, by showing that the algebraic system (2.13) is solvable for each (x, t) ∈ [0, ∞) × [0, ∞)), then this assumption is not needed.
is only used once in the paper, namely, to ensure the validity of equation (3.5).
3. Proof of Theorem 1 3.1. Preliminaries. Before we begin the proof, we collect some relevant definitions and facts. Given a pair of smooth periodic functions {g b 0 (t), g b 1 (t)} of period τ > 0, we define the entire function Z(k) and G(k) as in Section 2. Then Z(k) has eigenvalues z(k) ±1 where
We define the domains {D j } 4 1 by
. We will also need the asymptotics of Z(k) (see [19] ):
as k → ∞ with k remaining a bounded distance away from the branch cuts and the zeros of sin(2k 2 τ ). Given a contour Γ ⊂ C and f ∈ L 2 (Γ), we define the Cauchy transform Cf by 
} is a periodic admissible pair and let u(x, t) be an associated solution of the defocusing NLS in the quarter plane satisfying (2.1). As in [19] , we define the spectral functions
and µ 3 (x, 0, k) and µ 1 (0, t, k) are defined via linear Volterra integral equations in terms of u(x, 0) and
The spectral functions satisfy the global relation 5) which is valid at least for all sufficiently large k in the sector
Since u(x, 0) belongs to the Schwartz class S([0, ∞)), the definition of a(k) and b(k) implies that Q b = b/a satisfies (A1)-(A3), see [15] . (Note that the function a(k) is nonzero for Im k ≥ 0 for the defocusing NLS.) This proves (a) of Theorem 1 in the case that the pair {g b 0 (t), g b 1 (t)} is admissible. The following result shows that the same implication holds also if the pair is eventually admissible.
} be smooth periodic functions of period τ > 0. Then the pair {g b 0 (t), g b 1 (t)} is eventually admissible for (1.1) if and only if it is admissible.
Proof. Suppose {g b 0 (t), g b 1 (t)} is an eventually admissible pair of τ -periodic functions and let u(x, t) be an associated solution of (1.1) in the quarter plane satisfying (2.2). Choose n ∈ Z such that nτ > t 0 and define a solution v(x, t) of (1.1) by
. Since Z(k) and G(k) are entire functions, property (A1) implies that G has no zeros of odd order in Im k ≥ 0. Indeed, such a zero together with the presence of the square root √ G would cause Q b not to be smooth in Im k ≥ 0. Since G(k) = G(k), it follows that G has no zeros of odd order in C. Hence √ G is an entire function (this can be seen, for example, from the Hadamard factorization theorem). In particular, (A b ) 2 , Q b , and P b are meromorphic functions of k ∈ C and z(k) is a nonzero entire function. It follows thatΩ(
is an entire function. Liouville's theorem implies thatΩ(k) is a polynomial of order ≤ 2. In fact, the asymptotic behavior (3.2) of log z(k) shows thatΩ(k) = 2k 2 . In particular, the domains {D j } 4 1 coincide with the four quadrants of the complex plane. Moreover, since z(k) = e −iτΩ = e −2ik 2 τ we find
It follows that
are meromorphic functions whose poles are contained in the set
All poles of A b (k) 2 and P b (k) have order ≤ 1 except for k = 0 which could be a double pole. We henceforth suppose A b (k) 2 and P b (k) have at most finitely many poles.
The remainder of the proof will proceed through a series of claims.
has the following properties: (i) a(k) is analytic for Im k > 0 and a(k) and all its derivatives have continuous extensions to Im k ≥ 0. (ii) There exist complex constants {a j } ∞ 1 such that, for each N ≥ 1,
and this expansion can be differentiated termwise to any order.
Proof of Claim 1. Using the properties (A1)-(A3) of Q b , property (i) follows from (3.6) and the properties of the Cauchy operator C (see equation (3.4)). Indeed, since log(1 − |Q b | 2 ) ∈ H 1 (R), a(k) is analytic for Im k > 0 with a continuous extension to Im k ≥ 0. Differentiating (3.6), integrating by parts in the resulting expression, and recalling (2.7), we see that the same is true for a (k); the argument is easily extended to higher order derivatives of a(k).
We next prove (ii). Let N ≥ 1. By (A2), there exist real constants {r j } N 2 such that
The identity
In view of (3.4), this gives (ii). Property (iii) is obvious.
But log a(k) = − log a(k) so log a(k − i0) = − log a(k + i0). This proves (iv).
has the following properties:
Proof of Claim 2. Immediate from Claim 1 and the assumptions on Q b (k).
Claim 3. The function P b (k) has the following properties:
Proof of Claim 3. By assumption (2.8), P b has at most finitely many poles. If we can prove (3.10), it will follow that P b (k) is a rational function.
By (3.1),
If k → ∞ along a fixed ray arg k = θ where θ is not a multiple of π/2, then (3.11) yields
Extending this argument to order N , we infer that (3.10) holds as k → ∞ along any fixed ray arg k = θ disjoint from R ∪ iR. The estimate (3.11) gives no information near the zeros {± nπ 2τ , ±i nπ 2τ |n ≥ 0} ⊂ R ∪ iR + of sin(2k 2 τ ). In order to establish (3.10) as k → ∞ in a sector containing these zeros, we apply the Phragmén-Lindelöf principle as follows.
Let {k j } denote the finite number of nonzero poles of
and G(k) are entire functions of order ≤ 2, whose quotient is also entire; hence their quotient is also of order ≤ 2 (see [21] , p. 13).
Choose R > 0 so large that
is holomorphic in the sector S = {|k| > R, −π/8 ≤ arg k ≤ π/8} and continuous on its closureS. The function f is bounded on ∂S and there exists a ρ < 4 such that |f (k)| ≤ e C|k| ρ for k ∈ S. Consequently, by the Phragmén-Lindelöf principle, f (k) is bounded in S. This proves (3.10) in S. The same argument applied to similar sectors S which together cover all of C completes the proof of (3.10).
Claim 4. The function h(k) defined by
has the following properties: (i) h(k) is meromorphic for Im k > 0 and h(k) and all its derivatives extend continuously to Im k ≥ 0. (ii) The restriction of h(k) to R is smooth and is given by
(iii) h(k) has at most finitely many poles in the upper half-plane which all belong to the set i √ nω 2 n = 1, 2, . . . . (iv) There exist complex constants {h j } ∞ 1 such that, for each N ≥ 1,
and this expansion can be differentiated termwise to any order. Proof of Claim 4. We show (3.12); the remaining statements are then immediate from the properties of P b (k) and a(k).
Since 
Taking the limit as k approaches R from above and using that Q b has no branch cuts, we find
Taking the same limit in the determinant relation det S b = 1, we obtain
This yields
Together with (3.16), this gives (3.12).
Im k Figure 1 . The deformed quadrants {D j } 4 1 and the contour Γ.
Equation (3.12) shows that
In particular, P b (k) has no poles in R. This shows (2.10).
Claim 5. The function A b (k) defined in (2.4) has the following properties:
(i) There exist complex constants {A b j } ∞ 1 such that, for each N ≥ 1,
Proof of Claim 5. By assumption (2.8), A b (k) 2 is a meromorphic function with at most finitely many poles. If we can prove (3.18), it will follow that A b (k) 2 is a rational function.
Extending this argument to order N , we see that (3.18) holds as k → ∞ along any such ray. The estimate (3.19) gives no information near the zeros of sin(2k 2 τ ). However, as in the proof of (3.10), we can appeal to the Phragmén-Lindelöf principle to conclude that (3.18) holds. Claims 4 and 5 imply that we may define deformed quadrants {D j } 4 1 in the complex k-plane such that no poles of h(k), no poles or zeros of A b (k) 2 , and no branch cuts connecting such poles and zeros, lie inD 2 ∪D 3 . We let
denote the contour separating the D j 's, oriented so that D 1 and D 3 lie to the left of Γ, see Figure 1 . We choose the D j 's so that Γ is invariant under the involution k →k.
Consider the RH problem of finding a function M (x, t, k) which (i) is analytic for k ∈ C \ Γ; (ii) satisfies the asymptotic condition M → I as k → ∞; and (iii) satisfies the jump condition M + = M − J for k ∈ Γ where
(3.20)
We formulate this RH problem more precisely in the L 2 -setting as follows:
tending to ∂D in the sense that C n eventually surrounds each compact subset of D, such that sup n≥1 f L 2 (Cn) < ∞. The fact that det J = 1 implies that if the RH problem (3.21) has a solution, then it is necessarily unique. Remark 3.3. We refer to [6, 8, 9, 14, 17, 22] for more information on L 2 -RH problems. Detailed definitions and proofs of all results used in this paper related to L 2 -RH problems can be found in [17] .
The rational function P b admits the partial fraction decomposition
where p i , i = 1, . . . , n, denote the finitely many poles of P b (k) and r i are the corresponding residues. Claim 6. There exists an > 0 such that if |r i | < for each i, then the RH problem (3.21) has a unique solution for each (
Proof of Claim 6. By a small norm argument, the RH problem (3.21) is uniquely solvable whenever J − I L ∞ (Γ) is small enough. Thus the unique solvability will follow if we can show that h(k) = −P b /a 2 can be made arbitrarily small on Γ by choosing the r i small.
Thus by choosing the coefficients r i small, we can ascertain that the functions P b and (A b ) 2 − 1, and their derivatives, are arbitrarily small on Γ. But then
and its derivatives are also small on Γ. By (3.4) and (3.6) this implies that a(k) − 1 is small for Im k ≥ 0. In particular, a(k) is uniformly bounded away from zero. It follows that by choosing the r i 's small, we can ascertain that h(k) is arbitrarily small on Γ. In the remainder of the proof we assume that the RH problem (3.21) has a solution for each (x, t) ∈ [0, ∞) × [0, ∞) (as a consequence of the residues of P b being small or for some other reason). 
It follows that w(x, t, ·) := v(x, t, ·) − I is a smooth function of (x, t)
Since w is nilpotent, our assumption that the RH problem has a unique solution
where µ = I + (I − C w ) −1 C w I ∈ I + L 2 (γ) cf. [22] (see Section 5 of [17] for a detailed proof). Hence the limit
exists for each (x, t). Since (x, t) → w(x, t, ·) is smooth and I − C w is invertible for
The fact that u satisfies (1.1) follows from the dressing method.
The deformed quadrants D j are defined so that
The unique solvability of this RH problem follows from the existence of a vanishing lemma [22] . The smoothness and decay properties of {a(k), b(k)} derived in Claims 1 and 2 imply that u 0 (x) is well defined by (3.27) and belongs to the Schwartz class S([0, ∞)) cf. [15] . On the other hand, by (3.26),
Thus a contour deformation argument together with (3.17) and the expression (3.20) for J imply that the function M (x) (x, k) defined by
also satisfies (3.28). By uniqueness, m (x) = M (x) . Comparing the definition (2.9) of u(x, t) with (3.27), we obtain u(x, 0) = u 0 (x) for x ≥ 0.
where ψ(t, k) is the solution in (2.3) and
The function E(t, k) is time-periodic with period τ (see [19] ) and satisfies
Thus,
Together with the asymptotic formula
Moreover, the asymptotic formula (3.29) implies that
On the other hand, the relation (3.15) implies that the function d(k) defined by
In particular, by (3.26),
which shows that the functions
Thus a contour deformation argument together with the expression (3.20) for J show that the function M (t) (t, k) defined by
also satisfies (3.30). By uniqueness, m (t) = M (t) . Now
Comparing (3.31) and (3.33), the claim follows.
Remark 3.4. The RH problem (3.30) is different from the one used in the analogous situation in [15] . The formulation in (3.30) has the advantage for us that the matrices G 1 and G 4 only involve the functions a(k) and a(k), which are analytic in D 1 and D 4 , respectively. The matrices G 2 and G 3 in (3.32) involve d(k) and A b (k) as well as their Schwartz conjugates, but since the domains D 2 and D 3 have been defined to be free from branch points and branch cuts, the matrices G 2 and G 3 still possess the appropriate analyticity properties.
Claim 10. u(x, t) is given by (2.11).
Proof of Claim 10. Let
Then the functionM has no jump discontinuities, but it has singularities at the poles of h(k). Let {k j } N 1 denote the poles of h(k) in iR + . ThenM satisfies the residue conditions:
where h j denotes the residue of h(k) at k j . This RH problem can be solved using Darboux transformations (see Proposition 2.4 in [13] ) and the solution is given by (2.12).
Claim 11. u(x, t) is periodic in t with period τ for each x ≥ 0. In particular, u(·, t) ∈ S([0, ∞)) for each t ≥ 0 and u(·, t) L 1 ([0,∞)) is bounded for t ≥ 0.
Proof of Claim 11. The fact that all poles of h(k) belong to the set (3.13) implies that each of the functions d j (x, t) in (2.13), and hence also u(x, t), is periodic in t with period τ . The function u(x, t) is a solution of (1.1) on the half-line with initial data in S([0, ∞)) and smooth periodic boundary values. The claim follows from the time-periodicity and functional analytic arguments, or from an application of the nonlinear steepest descent method [7] to the RH problem (3.23) which ensures that u(x, t) decays as x → ∞. 2
Proof of Theorem 2
Suppose {g b 0 (t), g b 1 (t)} = {αe iωt , ce iωt }, where α > 0, ω ∈ R, and c ∈ C. Then (see [18] )
and
In particular,
The set of branch points consists of the four zeros of Ω 2 (k) and the points { implies that the zeros of 2Ω − H and H are included in {
The result of [18] implies that if the pair {αe iωt , ce iωt } is eventually admissible for the defocusing NLS equation, then the parameter triple (α, ω, c) belongs to one of the following families:
We will consider each of the families in (4.2) in turn. Theorem 1 will show that the only eventually admissible pairs arise from the subfamily of (4.2d) given in (2.14). Family (4.2a) . For the family (4.2a), we have
4.1.
where K = |ω| 12 , see Figure 3 . Since Ω (k), and hence also (Q b ) (k), is singular at −3K, Theorem 1 implies that the pairs in this family are not eventually admissible. Figure 4 . The branch cuts for the triples in (4.2b).
Family (4.2b).
For the family (4.2b), we have
where (see Figure 4 )
Since Ω (k), and hence also (Q b ) (k), is singular at K 1 and K 2 , Theorem 1 implies that the pairs in this family are not eventually admissible.
Family (4.2c).
For the family (4.2c), we have
where (see Figure 5 )
Family (4.2d).
For the family (4.2d), we have
The pairs with c = α √ ω + α 2 are inadmissible because in this case Q b (k) has a pole in the upper half plane. The pairs with c = −α √ ω + α 2 and −α 2 ≤ ω ≤ 0 are inadmissible because in this case
contradicting property (A3) of Theorem 1. Figure 5 . The branch cuts for the triples in (4.2c). Since c 1 = 0, the branch cut
) is absent. Figure 6 . The branch cuts for the triples in (4.2d) in the case of ω > 0.
Thus suppose c = −α √ ω + α 2 and ω > 0. In this case, Q b (k) satisfies the three conditions (A1)-(A3) of Theorem 1. Moreover,
.
Hence A b (k) 2 and P b (k) = − α 2i k+k 2 (k+k 1 )(k−k 1 ) are rational functions with simple poles. This leads to 
Following Theorem 1, we defineM (x, t, k) bŷ M (x, t, k) = (kI + B 1 (x, t))
The general solution of (4.3) is given by (B 1 (x, t) In particular, the RH problem forM is solvable for all (x, t) ∈ [0, ∞) × [0, ∞). Theorem 1 therefore shows that the pairs with c = −α √ ω + α 2 and ω > 0 are admissible and that the unique solution u(x, t) which satisfies (2. Computing the limit in (4.4), we find (1.4). It is of course easy to verify directly that the solution in (1.4) satisfies (1.1) as well as the correct boundary conditions: u(0, t) = αe iωt , u x (0, t) = −α ω + α 2 e iωt .
Family (4.2e).
For the family (4.2e), we have
)K if ω = −3K 2 (see Figure 9 ) and K 1 = −K + i 2K 2 + ω 2 if −4K 2 < ω < −3K 2 (see Figure 10 ). Since Ω (k), and hence also (Q b ) (k), is singular at K 1 , Theorem 1 implies that the pairs in this family are not eventually admissible. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 2
New exact solutions
In Theorem 2 we derived an explicit solution of (1.1) in the quarter plane with periodic Dirichlet and Neumann values given by single exponentials. By applying the procedure of Theorem 1 with other choices of the simple poles {k j } and the associated residues {h j }, we can generate other exact solutions of the defocusing NLS on the half-line with t-periodic boundary values. These solutions bear certain similarities with stationary solitons. They are smooth on the half-line, but singular on the line. Figure 10 . The branch cuts for the triples in (4.2e) in the case of −4K 2 < ω < −3K 2 .
5.1.
Example. Let
Then the procedure of Theorem 2 yields the following exact solution of (1.1) in the quarter plane:
u(x, t) = u 1 (x, t) u 2 (x, t) , where u 1 (x, t) = 72e 2(x+8it) (72 + 72i)e 6(x+2it) − (2 + 2i)e 2(x+6it) + 72ie 8x − i , u 2 (x, t) = − 36e 4x 18e 4(x+3it) + (8 − 8i)e 2x+24it + 9e 12it + (8 + 8i)e 2x + 2592e 12(x+it) + e 12it .
